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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose a new approach to protect video
sequences while using selective encryption (SE) and reduc-
ing the encryption ration (ER). Several methods of SE have
been applied to video codec H.264/AVC in CAVLC mode.
In our scheme, SE-CAVLC is used but ER is decreased while
the confidentiality of the videos is preserved. A selection of
macro blocks to encrypt is done using an analysis of the im-
pact of encrypting a single macro block.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the number of digital video rises quickly due to
the rapid growth of processing power and network band-
width. This phenomenon increases the amount of transmitted
and archived data which require to be protected while ensur-
ing an efficient transparency. Two solutions can answer these
problems which are data security or network security. The
first solution allows a better control of the processing time
and data size. Moreover, multimedia data require to be com-
pressed and encrypted in order to reduce the transmission
time. In video processing, full encryption is rarely manda-
tory because processing time is doubled compared with a
simple compression. That is why most of the applications
use selective encryption (SE) which allows to guarantee data
confidentiality or to protect high resolution without needing
to duplicate the data.

In this paper we present a new approach of SE which
reduces the encryption ratio (ER), that is the ratio between
encrypted part and whole data. Even if the ER is reduced,
the same confidentiality level is preserved.

First, previous work on SE of video H.264/AVC is briefly
presented in Section 2. In section 3, after having presented
an analysis of the impact of encrypting a single block per
frame, we propose a method to reduce the ER, called Re-
duced Selective Encryption (RSE). In Section 4 we present
experimental results and we show that only half of the en-
crypted bits is used with this approach while maintaining a
same level of confidentiality. In Section 5, concluding re-
marks about the proposed scheme are given.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

In literature, several methods have been proposed for SE of
videos. SE is a technique aiming at saving computation time
or at enabling new system functionalities by only encrypt-
ing a portion of the compressed bitstream while still achiev-
ing adequate security [3]. SE (or partial encryption) is ap-
plied only to certain parts of the bitstream. During the decod-
ing step, both the encrypted and non-encrypted information

should be appropriately identified and displayed [1].
Different encryption techniques including permutation,

Data Encryption Standard (DES) and Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) [7] have been used for SE of video. The
candidate domains for SE can be divided into five broad cat-
egories, namely spatial, video codec structure, transform, en-
tropy coding stage and bitstream. Encryption during the en-
tropy coding module has been investigated by several au-
thors. The use of Huffman entropy coder as encryption
cipher has been studied in [9], it has been showed it in-
creases the bitrate in spite of a compliant bitstream. Another
method [10] has been introduced for performing encryption
by using different Huffman tables, but this technique is vul-
nerable to plaintext attacks [2] Entropy coding based SE of
MPEG4 video standard has been studied in [9] wherein DES
was used to encrypt fixed length and variable length codes. In
this approach, the encrypted bitstream is fully compliant with
MPEG4 bitstream format but it increases the bitrate. Further,
AES was also use in SE-CAVLC [5, 6] while encrypting only
a part of the quantized coefficients in the different VLC ta-
bles. This method keeps a compliant bitstream and secures
data.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

In a first step, the proposed method must analyze the level of
the prediction error while encrypting a single block in H.264
CAVLC only in intra mode. SE-CAVLC [5, 6] is used for
the encryption in entropy coding modules as shown Fig 1.
The encryption level is measured for the ten blocks in the
neighborhood of the single encrypted block according to a
zigzag scan, as illustrated in Fig 2. For chroma, only three
blocks are analyzed due to the subsampling of Cr and Cb
canals in H.264/AVC. Zigzag scan is used to measure first
the neighboring Macro Block, because they should be more
encrypted than next MB and measurements results are more
explicit. SE [6] is performed by using the Advanced En-
cryption Standard (AES) algorithm using the Cipher Feed-
back (CFB) mode on a subset of codewords/binstrings. For
each MB, header information is encoded but not encrypted
because it is used for prediction of next MBs. After the en-
coding header, the MB data are encoded and selectively en-
crypted. We are interested in this method to CAVLC entropy
coding. In CAVLC, SE is performed on equal length code-
words from a specific VLC table.

In CAVLC, five syntax elements are used to code levels
and runs: coeff token, signs of trailing ones, remaining
non-zero levels, total number of zeros and runs of zeros. To
keep the bitstream compliant, only signs of trailings ons
and remaining non-zeros levels are encrypted. CAVLC uses



Figure 1: Block diagram of encryption and decryption process in H.264/AVC.

Figure 2: Zigzag scan of the ten closer blocks of the single
encrypted block for luma, and zigzag scan of the three closer
blocks of the single encrypted block for chroma

Figure 3: The first four VLC tables used in CAVLC, and the
encrypted bits circled in red.

multiple VLC tables with some threshold for incrementing
the table. VLC codes, having same code length, constitute
the encrypted Space as illustrated in Fig 3. For table VLC0,
every non-zeros has different codeword length, consequently
we cannot encrypt the NZs in table VLC0.

H.264/AVC [4] algorithm uses the prediction error be-
tween MBs for encoding MBs in order to reduce the bit-
stream. A scan of each previous encoded neighboring MB
is done to find the MB which gives the smallest prediction
error. During the decoding step, a macro block that has been
decoded from a block encrypted macro, might be heavily dis-
torted thanks to this prediction error. That is why we apply a
chessboard of encryption, illustrated in Fig, in order to re-
duce the ER. The non-encrypted block will appear encrypted
with the spread of SE trough the prediction error.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we have used four benchmark video se-
quences in QCIF with a wide range of QP. We have com-
pressed 100 video frames. In Section 4.1 we present an anal-
ysis of the impact of encrypting a single block in CAVLC.
In Section 4.2, we compare SE-CALVLC and RSE-CAVLC
methods on video sequences.

4.1 Analysis of the impact of encrypting a single macro
block in CAVLC

This analysis shows the significant impact of encrypting a
single block on its neighbors. Fig 4 and 5 present two frames
of the sequence ”Mobile” where only a single block is en-
crypted, a drift can be clearly seen. Fig 4.a and 5.a present
original frames while Fig 4.b and 5.b illustrate the impact
when only one macro block is encrypted.

This phenomenon needs to be analyzed so as to vali-
date the proposed method presented in Section 3. PSNR and
SSIM [8] are used in order to measure this drift. Generally,
the SE of the first block have the most significant impact on
neighboring blocks as shown in Fig 6 and 7. Also, a single
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Figure 4: a) Original images of ”Mobile”, b) Corresponding
images where only the first block is encrypted using SE [6].

#15 (a) #15 (b)

#45 (a) #45 (b)

Figure 5: a) Original images of ”mobile”, b) Corresponding
images where only the 26th block is encrypted with SE [6].

(a) (b)

Figure 6: PSNR (a) and SSIM (b) of ”Mobile” in QCIF with
QP 12 for the 60 first frames, only the first block is encrypted.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: PSNR and SSIM of ”mobile” in QCIF with QP 12
for the 60 first frames, only the 26th block encrypted.



encrypted block has an efficient impact on its neighboring
blocks and particularly on the second, the third and the fifth.
However, this impact depends on the motion, the camera, the
objects and the scene. It can be significant and spreaded on a
large number of neighboring blocks.

4.2 Reduced Selective Encryption

The analysis achieved in Section 4.1 shows that the predic-
tion error can be used in order to spread a SE. In this sec-
tion, a chessboard of encryption is used as proposed in Sec-
tion 3. RSE yields positive results in terms of confidentially,
the PSNR varies around 10.5 dB while it is around 9 dB with
SE [6], as shown in Fig 8.

Figure 8: PSNR and ER of foreman while applying SE [6]
and RSE for a wide range of QP.

Figure 9: PSNR of foreman for 100 frames while us-
ing SE [6], RSE and a standard H.264 compression where
QP=18.

Moreover, this variation of PSNR remains in the same
range as SE [6] in Fig 9. When RSE is applied on differ-
ent video sequences, these previous results keep efficients as
shown in Tab 1. Visually, RSE and SE are close as presented
in Fig 10.

#0 (a) #0 (b)

#99 (a) #99 (b)

Figure 10: a) Images of foreman in QCIF compressed with
QP=12 while using SE [6], b) Corresponding images while
applying RSE.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we showed that a RSE can be applied to video
sequence in H.264/AVC CAVLC. This process reduces the
encryption ratio (ER) while keeping a good confidentiality.
Indeed, comparing to SE-CAVLC[6], the PSNR of encrypted
video sequences increases by 1.5 dB whereas the ER is di-
vided by two. In the future, the proposed approach will be
optimized in term of selection of encrypted data. The chess-
board of encryption used in this article may change while
keeping two mains axes: reduced encrypted datasize and ef-
ficient confidentiality. A final improvement is the implemen-
tation of a smart SE: real-time measurements would give the
order whether to encrypt the next macro block, and thus min-
imize the space encryption.
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